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Dear Sirs,

RE: Northampton Borough Council Local Plan (Part 2) Options
Consultation Paper.
Site Ref: 1108.
Representations on behalf of Mr. H Shah
CC Town Planning have been appointed by Mr. H Shah of Dynasty Estates
(‘the client’) to provide town planning consultancy services in respect of their
land and property holdings within Northampton Borough.
The following correspondence is submitted in response to Northampton
Borough Council’s (‘NBC’) ongoing consultation in respect of the progress to
adopt their Part 2 Local Plan (‘NLP2’) for the Borough.
This submission seeks to respond to the content of the recently published
Northampton Borough Local Plan (Part 2) Submission Draft which has been
published for the purposes of public consultation under Regulation 19 of the
Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations
2012 (as amended).
Whilst the client has various land and property holdings within the Borough
this submission is made in the context of their land holding known as ‘The
former Milk Depot’, Horsely Road, Northampton which has been designated
reference 1108 within emerging Policy 12 and the associated Housing
Trajectory contained within the emerging plan.
The client has now had chance to consider the emerging NLP2 and the
following comments have been structured to respond to those relevant
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elements set out both within the document and the accompanying response
form.
At the outset our client commends the pro-active and pragmatic way in which
the Borough Council have approached the plan making process, particularly
in light of the current housing land supply issues faced within Northampton
Borough.
It has long been recognised that in order to develop Northampton’s national
role through attracting investment and visitors to the area, a pragmatic and
achievable plan which can realistically achieve consistent growth to meet the
needs of the current population and those who wish to live and work in the
Borough, as well as those who will visit the town is required.
It is considered that the NLP2, when ratified, will play a vital role in delivering
housing and economic growth in tandem, whilst addressing those acute land
supply issues, particularly in regard to housing delivery, which exist within
Northampton Borough.
When assessed against the reasonable alternatives it is considered that the
NLP2 sets out a sound strategy to meet the most recent objective
assessment of need present within the Borough and will support housing
delivery in the plan area through to 2029. Whilst the document is considered
to be sound our client has the following comments to make, including
suggested minor amendments, which would further confirm the soundness
of the plan.
The acknowledgement, at Para 61, that housing delivery is the main
challenge which the local authority face is welcomed. In line with the
requirements contained within the revised National Planning Policy
Framework (‘NPPF’) (2019) it is hoped that the final provisions contained
within the document will play a major role in in supporting the Government’s
objective to significantly boost housing supply.
Whilst the thrust of the Client’s representations relates to the strategic
approach to future housing delivery, those more detailed policies have also
been considered to ensure that the overall vision and objectives for the
Borough can be achieved.
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The thrust of Policies 2 (Placemaking), 3 (Design) and 4 (Amenity and
Layout) are welcomed. In respect of Policy 2, bullet 3 of that policy contains
reference to ‘important views’, whilst information in respect of heritage assets
and conservation area appraisals are clearly signposted, it is considered that
a reference within the policy or supporting text which sets out that evidence
where information on important views can be found.
In terms of Policy 3, whilst reference is contained to ‘small scale
developments’ in the last paragraph of the policy. It is considered that
reference should be included in the earlier part of the policy to ascertain the
size of development which would be required to adhere to the 4 bullet points
contained therein. The client does however welcome the content of the
policy.
In regard to amenity and layout and the content of Policy 4 and its supporting
text. The approach is welcomed and is considered to be consistent with
national policy. However, it is considered that there should be a notation
within the policy or supporting text to link to any future SPD’s which could
provide further details and standards to assist applicants in the preparation
of planning applications.
It is considered that Policy 5: Sustainable Construction will perform a role in
achieving the sustainable development policies contained within the West
Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy. However, it is considered that the
policies requirements which are covered elsewhere, for example within Part
G2 of the Building Regulations should be removed. Such standards are a
requisite of the building regulations system and therefore consideration of
such issues at the planning application stage are considered overly onerous
unless planning permission is required for the siting of any plant and
equipment to achieve such standards.
Chapter 7: Housing is of significant interest to our client, the
acknowledgement at Para 116 that ‘the number of dwellings delivered by 1st
April 2018 falls some 1475 units short of the delivery trajectory set out within
the JCS’, is a clear indication that the NLP2 needs to take significant steps
to boost the supply of housing within the Borough.
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It is clear that there is a significant over reliance upon the SUE’s to meet the
strategic housing delivery target contained within the JCS and the approach
within Policy 12 seeks to bring forth development in the short term to
compliment the larger longer-term growth which will be achieved through the
SUE’s. However, at the outset, it is considered that further land could, and
should, be allocated and listed within the policy to ensure the timely delivery
of residential development and to guarantee the ability of NBC to be able to
demonstrate a 5-year housing land supply at the point of adoption.
Allied to the above amendment, it is also considered that the heading of the
third column within the table at Policy 12 which is currently titled ‘Dwelling
Capacity’ should be amended to ensure that it does not serve as a cap on
development. Given the acute housing land supply issues faced within the
Borough and the now urgent need to significantly boost housing land supply,
it is considered that this column heading could be suitably revised to an
‘about’ or ‘minimum of’ figure to ensure that it doesn’t serve as a cap on
development.
The inclusion of the client’s land at Horsley Road (Site Ref: 1108) is
welcomed. On their behalf we can confirm that the suitable site remains
available for development and is under the ownership of a developer who
has an appetite to deliver a residential development at the site in the short
term to assist in meeting those housing needs present within the Borough.
To this end we can also therefore confirm the sites immediate availability and
can confirm that there are no known technical constraints which would
prevent its future development for residential development.
Whilst the proposed allocation of the site, through Policy 12, is clearly
welcomed it is considered that the similar reference within Policy 33:
Development Allocations needlessly repeats the policy coverage for our
client’s site which is contained within Policy 12 and could cause unnecessary
confusion.
The final paragraph of Policy 12 contains a cross reference to draft Policies
34 to 38. Having reviewed the content of these associated policies, it is clear
that only a small number of those housing and other housing led allocations
are relevant to their content. In light of this, it is considered that a footnote
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which highlights those relevant sites would be welcomed within Policy 12
itself or within the supporting text.
Whilst it is accepted that all new development should seek to meet those
housing needs which are present within the Borough, it is considered that
the current content of Policy 13 is not flexible to changing profiles over time.
In terms of market and affordable housing mix, it is the client’s opinion that
this element of the policy should be amended to provide clarity that this is
the indicative mix required at the start of the plan period. Given the length of
the plan period up to 2029, it is anticipated that the needs profile will change
and therefore it is urged that the policy contained reference to periodic
updates to the Strategic Housing Market Assessment and the influence that
this will have on the housing mix that NBC will seek from residential led
proposals to meet the ever changing needs profile of the Borough.
It is also considered that those references to specialist accommodation and
accessible housing should contain a cross reference to the Strategic Housing
Market Assessment as the evidence contained therein would provide more
up to date evidence on the level of specialist and accessible housing
required. In its current form it is considered that the inclusion of detailed
prescription within Policy 12 leaves the document inflexible to future
changing circumstances.
Finally, consideration has been afforded to Appendix A and the housing
trajectory contained therein. The client welcomes the ambitious growth
estimates set out within the document which sees their site at Horsley Road
delivering units within the 2020/21 monitoring period. However, it is
considered that these figures should be revised to provide a more realistic
estimate.
Therefore, it is considered prudent to inform you that the client is carrying out
a range of feasibility work and technical work for the site is progressing.
There is a real appetite to develop the site and it is their intention to submit
a planning application in the first half of 2020. Allied to this, and subject to
the necessary consents, it is considered that the following trajectory would
be a realistic estimate;
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Having maintained a watching brief on the Council’s efforts to formalise the
submission of the NLP2, it is clear that significant efforts have been made by
officers to get the document to this stage. Our client commends these efforts
and it is hoped that the above suggestions will be taken on board prior to the
submission document being issued to the Secretary of State.
Notwithstanding the above, it is the client's opinion that the draft DPD is both
legally compliant and sound.
We would like to be kept up to date with the progression of the DPD and
therefore request that we be retained on the Council’s consultation database
and notified of the documents submission for independent examination. As
requested, the requisite representation form has been completed and is
enclosed.
As stated in previous submissions to the NLP2 process, our client’s site
presents an immediately available opportunity to deliver much needed
residential development, in the short term, to assist in alleviating the acute
housing land supply issues the Borough currently faces.
Should you wish to discuss any of those points raised above or the
information contained within the attached document then please do not
hesitate to contact me. Additionally, if you require any further information in
relation to the site then please do not hesitate to get in touch via any of those
channels listed above.
Finally, if you could confirm receipt of this letter by return it would be greatly
appreciated.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,

Ross Middleton BA (Hons) MA MRTPI
Associate
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